April 2019 Daily Promos
Monday, April 1

What are you looking for when you yearn for love and romance? That’s the question Pastor J.D.
Greear is going to help us answer Monday/today on Summit Life. We’re going to deal with our
expectations in marriage and what God’s plan is for singleness … as he continues our study
called First Love. That’s Monday/today at (Time: _______) … on Summit Life with J.D.
Greear!
Tuesday, April 2

As we go through our days, we might notice the needs of other people, and sometimes we’re
empathetic… But at the end of the day, the interests of others are secondary to our own. But
Tuesday/today on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear shows us just how important the interests of
others are! Hear more from our study called First Love… Tuesday/today at (Time: ______) on
Summit Life with J.D. Greear on (Station: ________)!
Wednesday, April 3

What if every time you saw your spouse... or your friends... or your parents... or boss or your
employees... you had a thought, that if obeyed, would radically change everything?
Wednesday/today on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear reveals one simple, transforming question,
that if asked and obeyed, will change every relationship. Listen Wednesday/today on (Station:
________) at (Time: _______) … to Summit Life with J.D. Greear!
Thursday, April 4

If you were to ask most couples why they got married, they’d probably say something about
being in love and making each other happy. And there’s nothing wrong with those things! But
Thursday/today on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear reveals one of the most forgotten and
important elements of marriage. That’s Thursday/today at (Time: ________) … on (Station:
_________) on Summit Life with J.D. Greear!
Friday, April 5

For a lot of us, our views on love and relationships were shaped by the songs we listen to … or
the movies we watch. But the reality is … there’s only one relationship model we should care
about … and it doesn’t come from Hollywood! We’re diving deep into the friendship of
marriage … Friday/today at (Time: _______) on Summit Life with J.D. Greear here on
(Station: ________)!

Monday, April 8

Young couples plan their weddings with so much excitement, … anticipating living “happily
ever after”... just like fairy tales promise…. But to live happily ever after doesn’t mean you
never fight with your spouse... Good couples learn to fight fairly…. Monday/today, on Summit
Life, we’re learning how to resolve conflict - not just in marriage but in all of our
relationships…. That’s Monday/today at (Time: ________)... on Summit Life… with J.D.
Greear.
Tuesday, April 9

Has the smoke detector in your home ever woken you up chirping in the middle of the night?...
The smoke detector always seems to need batteries at the worst times in my house!
Tuesday/today… on Summit Life…
 Pastor J.D. encourages us to mind the smoke detectors of
anger and bitterness... Hear more from our study called First Love… Tuesday/today… on
(Station: _______) at (Time: ________) … on Summit Life with Pastor J.D. Greear.
Wednesday, April 10

“Sticks and stones may break our bones but words will never hurt us.” … We all know that’s not
right! … Wednesday/Today on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear will give us practical wisdom
for how our words can be grace-saturated during conflict... It’s part of our study in Ephesians,
Chapter 5 called, First Love. Listen Wednesday/Today at (Time:________) … to Summit Life
with J.D. Greear.
Thursday, April 11

Thursday/Today… on Summit Life… with J.D. Greear… we’re jumping into a delicate and
controversial subject … the biblical roles of husbands and wives. Whether you’re single...
married... divorced... or widowed, you’ll wanna listen to the message titled “God’s Purpose and
Plan for Gender”! That’s Thursday/Today at (Time: _______) … on Summit Life with J.D.
Greear here on (Station: ____________).
Friday, April 12

If we’re honest, a lot of us would admit that the biblical view of marriage seems a bit outdated.
But God’s design isn’t just to set a cultural norm … it’s to reveal and reflect Christ.
Friday/today... on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear is talking about what it actually means for a
husband to lead. That’s Friday/today at (Time: _______) … on Summit Life with J.D. Greear.

Monday, April 15

Monday/Today… on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear takes us to Ephesians Chapter 5 for clarity
and direction on intimacy and healthy relationships... Many people get uneasy when the
preacher starts talking about these personal issues… But the fact is, sex is one of the few topics
that’s addressed in almost every book of the Bible. God has a lot to say about it! That’s
Monday/Today at (Time: ______) … on Summit Life… with J.D. Greear… right here on
(Station: __________)!
Tuesday, April 16

Today’s culture tends to paint sexual expression, in any context, as a matter of personal choice…
In movies, magazines, and music … we’re encouraged to follow any path that leads to pleasure...
But Tuesday/today, on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear shows us that marriage is a divine
mystery that points us to something higher - and that is Christ and the Church. That’s
Tuesday/today at (Time: _______) on Summit Life with J.D. Greear.
Wednesday, April 17

A lot of people see the Bible as just a book of rules to follow … “do this” and “don’t do that.”
But Wednesday/today… on Summit Life… Pastor J.D. Greear explains the true purpose behind
all of God’s standards in a message from a new series we’re beginning Wednesday/today at
(Time: _______) called, This is what the heart looks like... On Summit Life with J.D. Greear.
Thursday, April 18

As believers, we know we’re saved by God’s grace… not by any rules that we follow. So …
why does the Bible give us so many rules we can never fully live up to? Thursday/Today, on
Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear answers that question … as he describes the purpose of the Old
Testament instructions … and how they reveal God to us. That’s Thursday/today at (Time:
_____)… on Summit Life with J.D. Greear.
Friday, April 19

The Ten Commandments reveal what’s wrong with our hearts... and then those same
commandments even give us clues on how to fix it. Friday/today, on Summit Life, Pastor J.D.
Greear continues our series, This is what the heart looks like. That’s Friday/today on (Station:
______) at (Time: ______) on Summit Life with J.D. Greear.

Monday, April 22

Do you have a drawer full of owner’s manuals at your house? A place you store appliance
manuals that you’ve never read? Monday/Today, on Summit Life… Pastor J.D. Greear is
showing us how the Ten Commandments reveal what our hearts are like - how they’re designed like an owner’s manual. That’s Monday/today at (Time: ______) on Summit Life with J.D.
Greear.
Tuesday, April 23

Tuesday/Today on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear is tackling the first of the ten commandments
- the one that is key to all the rest… You Shall Have No Other Gods Before Me…. We break all
of the other commandments because this one is so difficult. That’s Tuesday/today at (Time:
______) on Summit Life with J.D. Greear.
Wednesday, April 24

When you hear the word “idol, ” what do you picture? An ancient statue, a graven image?
Wednesday/today, on Summit Life… Pastor J.D. Greear explains that idols are still with us
today, they just come in different packages. We’re examining where idols might be lurking
around in our lives, and they might be closer than we think. Listen Wednesday/today at (Time:
______) … to Summit Life with J.D. Greear… here on (Station: _______)!
Thursday, April 25

Thursday/Today on Summit Life ... we’re learning that sometimes we attempt to make God look
more like us ... rather than seeing ourselves in him! Pastor J.D. Greear helps us to examine our
hearts ... and identify the graven images in our lives as he teaches the second commandment.
That’s Thursday/today at (Time: _______) … on Summit Life with J.D. Greear.
Friday, April 26

Friday/Today on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear is talking about a topic that’s gonna resonate
with just about everyone … work. Whether you’re in school juggling studying and class … or an
employee trying to find the work-life balance, we all find ourselves trusting in our work more
than God for our future... Friday/today at (Time: _____) on Summit Life with J.D. Greear.

Monday, April 29

Our society tends to define success by how many things you accomplish. It starts when we’re
just kids … feeling pressured to get involved in sports and activities. And as time goes on, we
start to put our trust and security in what we do! But Monday/today, on Summit Life… Pastor
J.D. Greear challenges us to remember the Sabbath. That’s Monday/today at (Time: ______) …
on Summit Life with J.D. Greear.
Tuesday, April 30

Tuesday/Today, on Summit Life… There’s hardly anything that forms or influences our
relationship to God like our relationship with our parents. Pastor J.D. Greear brings a challenging
message from an unexpected place in the Bible as he teaches on the fifth commandment in our
series called, This is What the Heart Looks Like…. That’s Tuesday/today at (Time: ________)
… on Summit Life with J.D. Greear.

